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HARLEY 6919: WORD AND IMAGE IN RENAISSANCE SCOTLAND

The Scottish reformation was in a literal sense, iconoclastic, and thus the visual culture of Scotland before 1560 is obscure and poorly evidenced.  But there are traces, both direct and indirect, of the consumption of prints and of book-illustration, well back into the fifteenth century. It is generally agreed that engravings were reaching Scotland by the 1530s, a fact which has received a certain amount of attention, but what I hope to do in this paper is to argue for the circulation of engravings in late-fifteenth-century Scotland. Since engravings were widely available through the second half of the fifteenth century in northern Europe, it is worth looking to see if, in the absence of direct evidence, there is indirect evidence at this relatively early date. For example, one kind of engraved item which evidently did come to Scotland before 1500 was playing-cards, printed in various European cities from c. 1440 (Schreiber, 1937). They are not mentioned as trade items, but James IV’s Treasurer’s Accounts show the king losing money at cards on numerous occasions, presupposing his possession of the cards themselves. This in turn may suggest that small paper items could come into Scotland without generating any kind of explicit evidence.
There is considerable evidence for the importation of prints by the 1530s. The considerable coup of acquiring a Daughter of France as a wife caused James V to try and make Scotland fit to receive her. His palace at Stirling was rebuilt with an elaborate façade which includes a series of full-size statues around the principal floor. These include representations of planetary deities, two of which – Jupiter and Venus – are based on engravings from Hans Burgkmair’s series of the Planets. The ceiling bosses called the ‘Stirling Heads’ also include a version of the head of Caesar from Burgkmair’s ‘Nine Worthies’ prints, and others can also be traced to source-engravings. 
At about the same time, a painter, Andrew Bairhum, decorated the Abbott’s cell at the Cistercian abbey of Kinloss, and a large chamber leading up to it: ‘in the lighter style of painting which is now customary throughout Scotland’ (pictura leviore quae nunc est per Scotiam receptissima; Stuart, 1872: 61). Professor Michael Bath suggests that ‘leviora’ (as opposed to the altarpieces Bairhum painted for the abbey church) can only refer to the style of decorative wallpainting after the antique, now identified as ‘grotesque’, which became fashionable after the Renaissance rediscovery of Nero’s Golden House.​[1]​ Engravings of grotteschi were made from ca. 1470 (Levenson, 1973: 59); and since senior Scottish clerics frequented Rome, as well as book-markets such as Paris and Antwerp, Bairhum’s patterns could readily have come to Scotland as prints.
The élite of fifteenth-century Scotland enjoyed decorated books of various kinds,​[2]​ but most of the evidence for illustrated manuscript books is for Books of Hours, and the reformers were right in thinking that images were associated with personal piety. Books of Hours are witness to a late-medieval habit of focusing religious meditation on devotional images, in Scotland as elsewhere (the Scots word for one is ‘matin buke’). ‘Inventories of libraries and churches reveal a world rich in visual imagery’, comments Audrey-Beth Fitch (1999: 17). However, elsewhere in fifteenth-century Europe, we also see other kinds of visualisation as an aid to piety, in more private contexts. The devout turned to images to focus and give shape to their prayers, encouraged by preachers such as John Mirk, who observed, ‘þer ben mony þousand of pepul þat couþ not ymagen in her hert how Crist was don on þe rood, but as þai lerne hit be syȝt of ymages and payntours’ (1905: 71). The successful Parisian publisher Antoine Vérard, similarly, thought images (signes) stirred emotion more effectively than words (dictz) (Spencer, 1983, 70).​[3]​ His manuscript books, as well as his editions, tend to be illustrated with prints: Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France Ms Fr. 1686 is an example, a long poem on the Passion of Christ accompanied by twelve engravings by Israhel van Mechelen, lightly coloured. 
Engravings and woodcuts were widespread in the fifteenth century, and not necessarily acquired as ‘art’  (Parshall and Schoch, 2005: 2). Unfortunately, they were therefore consumed in the sense of being used up — ephemeral objects, treasured for a time, and disposed of once they became dirty or torn (Mayr-Harting, 1997: 9, 11). 
Many fifteenth and early sixteenth century paintings depict engravings pinned to walls, pasted to chairs, stuck round fireplaces, pinned above beds, or stuck to doorposts and trees during festivals … one of the most common uses of religious engravings was as an aid to private prayer.
Some were sold at shrines, for example, a natural development from earlier manuscript devotional cards (and Scots went on pilgrimage, both within and outwith Scotland; Hall, 2005: 78‒80). Duffy gives an example of such a pilgrim souvenir, a manuscript devotional card from Bromholm (a pilgrimage site) pasted into a Book of Hours, (2006: 40, London, Lambeth Palace MS 545).
Engravings were more likely to be purely decorative and collectable than were woodcuts, but even engravings might be perceived as fundamentally apotropaic, curative, or even salvific (notably the ‘Image of Pity’, a version of Christ as Man of Sorrows which carried with it a promise of 32,755 years off purgatory; Dodgson, 1929: 98). St Sebastian might ward off the plague, a reason to cherish his picture, and the large number of prints of St Erasmus is perhaps explained by his perceived efficacy in dealing with abdominal pain. Additionally, prints of saints such as Barbara, Catherine and individual Apostles must have often been bought by namesakes. Robert Field stresses the intimacy of interaction with prints (2005: 31):
Every quality of the new medium nurtured a sense of closeness (physical nearness), privacy (psychological nearness), and personal interpretation (emotional and intellectual nearness). The new woodcut functioned in the same way as the new devotional literature, which was cast in a vernacular language and whose imagery also wove an intimate but flexible bond with the reader.
Many of the fifteenth-century prints which survive were pasted to the inside front covers or flyleaves of personal prayerbooks, whether printed or manuscript (Erler, 1992, ; Palmer, 2009L 2009: 93), or in some other fashion, added to books: Hartmann Schedel, compiler of the Nuremberg Chronicle, for example, stuck prints into his personal copy of that work, and into other books of his, in ways meaningful to himself (Areford, 2009: 141; McDonald, 2003, : 37). Similarly, a fifteenth-century Book of Hours owned by Mary of Guise  (Edinburgh, NLS, Acc.11218/7)  has an engraving of the Five Wounds pasted to the inside front cover (Dilworth, 1968), and the anonymous compiler of a Scottish manuscript of devotional writings from the early sixteenth century, London, British Library Arundel 285, illustrated it with woodcuts (those identifiable are from Antwerp),​[4]​ some snipped out of books, which have been pasted in at appropriate points in the text. 
The Arundel manuscript appears to be unique as surviving Scottish evidence for this way of using prints. Manuscripts and printed books with tipped-in prints tend to be personal books belonging to laypeople, and that type of book is poorly evidenced in Scotland, apart from the examples already mentioned.​[5]​ Many books with paste-ins are associable with Bridgettine and Dominican piety: in particular, the nuns of both orders were enthusiastic users, distributors (and makers) of prints in England and Germany (Dodgson, 1929: 101; Weekes, 2009). Erler observes, ‘[Syon] appears to be the only English religious institution whose espousal of the new technology of printing is extensive enough to be described as adapting a continental model’ (1992: 204). But unfortunately, the Bridgettines were not established in Scotland at all, and the Dominican convent of Sciennes in Edinburgh was not founded till 1517, and lasted little more than a generation (Foggie, 2003: 78‒80).​[6]​ 
The printed books identified by Durkan and Ross as definitely in the country before 1520 are mostly the collections of academics and churchmen, heavily biased toward theology and canon law. Apart from an English-language copy of Sebastian’s Brant’s Ship of Folys (now in Glasgow University Library) which first belonged to a layman called John Chepman, these survivors do not reflect the strongly visual piety popular with the pre-Reformation laity and enshrined in texts such as the Ars moriendi, Somme le Roi, the Dance of Death, and so forth, whether in English, French, or Latin. None of Durkan and Ross’s books have been embellished with prints, but equally, they are not the kinds of book which typically acquired adornment of that kind.
It has to be remembered that fifteenth-century prints are not well evidenced. Print-collecting started to gain momentum in the sixteenth century, but when the first  major collector, Ferdinand Columbus, was travelling Europe buying everything he could in 1520‒22, he only acquired fifty-odd from the fifteenth century – out of 3,200 – suggesting that earlier prints were so ephemeral that, even a generation later, they were not easy to get. Now, only 7% of those that survive at all exist in more than one copy (Parshall and Schoch, 2005: 3). This creates obvious difficulties with looking for exemplars. As Anthony Griffiths observes, ‘historians who wish to write about the print as a commodity for a mass market and international trade have a real problem. Their material has more or less entirely disappeared’ (2003: 27). However, there is much indirect evidence for a flourishing fifteenth-century market in prints, and though evidence for their circulation within Scotland is necessarily even more indirect, the issue is worth raising. In the early sixteenth century, Sir David Lindsay, for instance, has a clear sense that St Peter is distinguished by ‘keyes’, St Michael by ‘wyngis and weyes [scales]’, St Francis by ‘woundis five’, and so forth (Lindsay, 1931‒36: I.267),  but even in the fifteenth century, the props used in pageants depicting saints (such as St George’s helmet and armour, a windlass for St Erasmus) make it clear that the iconography of sainthood was readily recognisable to Scottish townspeople (Higgitt, 2003). These saints were popular subjects for prints.
The actual production of prints in Scotland seems to go back at last to the 1530s, as I will argue later, but books, and perhaps prints, were imported long before that (Durkan,, 1962, : 276). Bruges is a major point of reference for the visual culture of fifteenth-century Scotland. The Brugeois ambassador Anselm Adornes enjoyed a close relationship with James III (Stevenson,, 2004: 7), and the city had craftsmen who specialised in illuminating and binding (de Hamel, 1983: 32). Thus James Brown, Dean of Aberdeen, went to Bruges for the lavish Book of Hours he had made for himself in 1498, which includes his portrait. A painter of Edinburgh origin, Alexander Bening, or Bynning, was sponsored as a member of the Ghent Guild of St Luke by Hugo van der Goes, and  subsequently moved to Bruges, where he became one of the great masters of illumination in that school. Andrew Halyburton, Conservator of the Privileges of the Scottish Nation in the Low Countries, was married to Bening’s daughter Cornelia (McRoberts,, 1968: 166).  Scottish merchant’s interactions with Bruges are highly relevant to the issue of prints, since by the 1490s, there were two actual print dealers in Bruges, Pieter van Middembliic, ‘prentrercoopere’, and Maertin van Axell, ‘de prenter coper’, both members of the Guild of Illuminators (Mayr-Harting,, 1997: 6). 
However, by the last quarter of the fifteenth century, Antwerp was overhauling Bruges as a centre of printselling, partly because unlike Bruges, it was itself a major printing centre: it had a printers’ quarter by the end of the fifteenth century (Lambaerdevest), and 432 books are known to have been printed there before 1501, some of them in English (by Gherart Leeu, Jan van Doesborch and Adrien van Berghe; Duff,, 1905: 40).  It was much frequented by Scots: Andrew Halyburton’s ledger reveals many dealings with both Bruges and ‘Handwarp’ in the 1490s, and by the 1530s, van Doesborch was directly involved with the printer Thomas Davidson (Mapstone,, 2001: 3). One van Doesborch product which certainly made it to Scotland somewhat earlier is the copy of the his Gest of Robyn Hode bound in with the unique copy of the Chepman and Myllar pamphlets. 
Prints were almost certainly sold alongside books, especially when they were produced by the same publisher (McDonald,, 2005: 20). There seems every reason to think that merchants who bought books speculatively might also acquire bundles of prints, which were attractive, easy to carry, and cheap (Durkan,, 1962: 276). There is no explicit evidence on print prices I know of, but Dürer’s diary of his journey to the Netherlands reveals that he would exchange one of his large and magnificent woodcuts for two dinners at an inn (Mayr-Harting, 1997: 6), which suggests that a humble octavo-book-size print of St Catherine or the Wounds of Christ was probably obtainable for small change.​[7]​ 
The first direct evidence for woodblock prints in Scotland is in books. Illustration was an early and natural development of the printed book, and printing-presses were of course equally capable of producing single-sheet impressions of woodcut images. Some prints were both used as illustrations, and sold separately; Mark McDonald observes, ‘conceptually they were one and the same’ (2005: 19). Relatively few people had been able to own manuscript Books of Hours (mass-produced though these often were; de Hamel,, 1983: 29‒33),  so the market for illustrated printed horae was potentially lucrative, and encouraged printers to solve this particular technical problem rapidly and effectively. A surprising number of other incunables are illustrated (mostly scientific, liturgical, or pedagogic), and some of the books known to have reached Scotland by 1500 were among them (Buhler,, 19601960: 89‒91. Hector Boece, for example, owned the 1482 edition of Ptolemy’s Cosmographia, which includes woodcut maps (Durkan and Ross, 1961: 77), and James IV bought a copy of the lavishly-illustrated Hortus Sanitatis in 1501 (Dickson,, 1877‒1978: II 34). Scotland’s first printers, Chepman and Myllar, were able to get woodcuts made with their respective printer’s marks, perhaps in Rouen, where Myllar had connections with the printers Pierre Violette and Laurence Hostingue. Dickson and Edmonds describe Chepman’s device as ‘French to the backbone’, observing that it is modelled on that of the Parisian printer Philippe Pigouchet (1890: 47).
Both the Rouen-printed books which Andrew Myllar is known to have been involved with before his return to Scotland have title-page woodcuts. John Garland’s Multorum vocabulorum equiuocorum interpretatio was printed for Myllar at Rouen as a quarto volume in 1505, probably by Laurence Hostingue (Dickson and Edmonds,, 1890: 36), and the title-page features a woodcut of a scholar in his study. Another book with which Myllar was involved, Expositio sequentiarum, similarly displays a teacher with his pupil. These cuts are variants of the ‘Accipies woodcut’ (so called because there is an implicit ‘take this book and learn from it’), which, from about 1490, were so commonly used on the title-pages of schoolbooks that they acted as a guide to potential buyers (Proctor,, 1894; Smith,, 2000: 87). Myllar’s printing skills evidently included setting a woodcut together with a block of text, since several of the Chepman and Myllar pamphlets include the printer’s marks, either on the title-page or at the end. 
	The only dated work of Thomas Davidson, Actis (The nevv) … maid be …  Iames the Fift  (1540) boasts not only a printer’s mark (modelled on that of Chepman), but also a title page with an elaborate woodcut of the Arms of Scotland. This is sophisticated in design and execution: the supporting unicorns are well proportioned and confidently modelled. Even more complex is the full-page woodcut on the reverse of the last leaf, ‘Imago Crucifixi Sedentis ad Iudicium’, which, again, shows a confident handling of figures as well as a strong sense of overall design.
Davidson may could have had these blocks cut for him in France, but since there was apparently a block-cutter in Edinburgh by 1539, there was apparently a block-cutter in Edinburgh itselfhe could equally have had them made in Scotland. In June of that year, John Scot, who later became a printer, obtained a grant of part of a house on the North side of the Cowgate at the foot of Borthwick's Close. In the Protocol Book of Andrew Brownlees (National Archives of Scotland, B22/1/11, f. 105r), he describes himself as ‘chalcographus’, and is also described as ‘calligrapher’ and ‘impressor’. These three terms add up between them to an artist capable of making and printing blocks – ‘chalcographus’, literally drawer on bronze, specifically implies making images on metal rather than wood (which would be ‘xylographus’). There was certainly some a connection between Davidson and Scot, since some ornaments originating with Peter Treveris (a printer who flourished in Southwark, London between 1525 and 1532, when he perhaps died) were used first by Davidson, and later by Scot. In sixteenth-century Scotland, decorative materials were carefully conserved and passed on from printer to printer. Similarly, in fifteenth-century London, blocks were copied from ones owned by the Parisian publisher Antoine Vérard by both Richard Pysnson and Wynkyn de Worde, and the latter also acquired a library of miscellaneously sourced images (Driver, 1986: 32,40‒1; Moran, 2003: 45‒6).
	It looks, therefore, as if printed images could be produced in James V’s Scotland, but Scot’s self-definion as ‘chalcographus’ is worth interrogating. Movable metal type and one or more cuts blocks could be locked into a forme together to print a page or a single-sheet, but sometimes these were metal-cuts rather than woodcuts. Another possible implication for ‘chalcographus’ is that Scot cut dies for binding stamps, which are well evidenced: several early Scottish bibliophiles such as Henry Sinclair and William Gordon, bishop of Aberdeen, used armorial stamps on the bindings of their books. That of Andrew Durie, bishop of Galloway, used to bewas recently in the Museum of Antiquaries of Perth, though it is now missing (Durkan and Ross, 1961: 31, 59, 39). 
There is a variety of evidence for Scottish artwork based on images which circulated as prints. This includes the underpainting of a late-fifteenth-century decorative ceiling depicting the Last Judgment, which was made for Guthrie Church in Angus (and is now in the National Museum of Scotland). Christ is seated in majesty on a rainbow, wearing a cloak over his bare torso,  with John the Baptist and the Virgin at its either end, wearing a cloak over his bare torso. This design ultimately derives from the central three panels of Rogier van der Weyden’s Last Judgment polyptich at Beaune, painted between 1443 and 1464. The most likely intermediary is a print: literally dozens of interpretations survive. The Fetternear Banner is a large embroidery evidently made for a Holy Blood confraternity: a devotion which originated in Bruges, and was popular in Scotland. MacRoberts observes that at the top of the panel, ‘two heads are embroidered: such heads are quite unknown in the few surviving Scottish examples of the Instruments of the Passion, but they are quite common in Flemish and German iconography of this subject. The head on the left hand side of the banner represents Judas, with a purse … The head on the right-hand side of the picture represents a “mocking or spitting Jew”, a curious item which occurs regularly in this Passion symbolism’ (1956: 71). These Jews’ heads appear, for example, at the top of a woodcut illustration for the Feast of the Five Wounds in a Sarum missal printed by François Regnault in Paris in 1529 (in which the image, like that of the Fetternear Banner, is encircled with a rosary: Comune sanctorum f. xxiiiv). Most Scots preferred the Use of Sarum.
Another Scottish artwork which almost certainly leaned on prints now lost is a tableau for the Edinburgh Royal Entry of 7th August 1503 which greeted the new young Queen, Margaret Tudor, and is thus described by John Leland (1770: IV 289‒91):
… One other Yatt, apon the wiche was in Sieges the iiij Vertuz. Theys is to weytt, Justice, holdynge in hyr right Haunde a Swerde all naked, and in the t’other a Pair of Ballaunces, and she had under hyr Feet the Kyng Nero: Force, armed, holdyng in hyr Haund a Shafte, and under hyr Feete was Holofernes, all armed: Temperance holdyn in hyr Haund a Bitt of an Horse, and under hyr Feete was Epicurus: Prudence, holdyng in hyr Haunde a Syerge [sieve], and under hyr Sardenapalus.’
The accompaniment of each of the cardinal Virtues not only with a suitable attribute but also with a mirroring Vice who is a male historical figure is highly unusual. Some of Elizabeth Shrewsbury’s hangings at Hardwick Hall, created some seventy years later, were based on a rare series of prints of the Virtues engraved by Hans Collaert, perhaps after designs by Crispijn van der Broeck, in 1576, which do just this, though minor details are different: for example, Temperance is watering wine, as she tends to do in sixteenth-century representations, rather than carrying a bridle (Wells-Cole, 1997: 258). What this description of Leland’s suggests is that Collaert was in turn basing his work on a fifteenth-century suite of moralising prints which does not now survive: the sieve (for sifting good from evil) as attribute may suggest that it was created in the Low Countries, since this motif was used there. 
Several of the poems of William Dunbar suggest his familiarity with prints: the relations of his work to late-medieval religious imagery has been observed before (notably by Ross, 1977), but without any clear perception that images, as well as poets, could travel. The famous ‘Lament for the Makaris’  opens as a wholly conventional Dance of Death, beginning with princes and prelates, then knights, babies, lovely ladies, and so forth, before coming to the catalogue of poets. Versions of the Dance of Death proliferated through Europe. Dunbar could, for example, have seen La Danse macabre, printed in Paris by Guy Marchant in 1486, but Jacob Cornelisz. van Oostsonen’s ‘Death taking people from all professions’ (or as Dunbar puts it, ‘One to the ded gois all estatis; 1979: 178), issued in 1509, may also be relevant: no impression survives, but it is recorded in Ferdinand Columbus’s handlist of his collection (McDonald, 2004: II. 500).
More subtly, Dunbar’s poem on Christ’s Resurrection, ‘Done is a battell on the dragon blak’ merges the Resurrection with the Harrowing of Hell in a manner developed by painters and printmakers: 
The Saviour comes as a conqueror carrying the cross of victory – to which the fourteenth century attached a white oriflamme like the pennon on a knight’s lance – and He treads on the gates torn from their hinges, which falling had overwhelmed Death and Satan.
So Emile Mâle, who adds, ‘examples are too numerous to be enumerated’ (1972: 226). One which may be relevant is Martin Schongauer’s engraving, which contains all these features. Dürer’s 1498 Apocalypse series includes a spectacular woodcut of St Michael’s combat with a notably dragonish winged devil; Master E.S., also, depicts Michael as a knight armed cap à pie. Israhel van Mechelen puts both the Resurrection and the Harrowing in the same print (Hutchison, 1991, 209).
	Some of Robert Henryson’s writings also suggests that he may have had an acquaintance with prints. It is far from impossible that a man living in the vicinity of a major abbey, as Henryson did, could have looked at engravings (Hind, 1938: 72). ‘The Ressoning betuix Aige and Yowth’ treats a theme which was certainly represented visually: a fine print by Master IAM of Zwolle, for example, juxtaposes a fashionably dressed youth with an elderly man dressed as a pilgrim (New Hollstein,  1956: 278, Henryson, 1981: 170‒3). A devil is pulling the former by the leg.  Another Low Countries printmaker, Mair von Landshut, also issued a youth-and-age print (Strauss, 1981: 580). Equally, Henryson’s ‘Ressoning between Death and Man’ evokes the many prints in which a cadaver confronts or even assaults a living individual, such as Master B with the Anchor’s ‘Death and the Young Man’ (Hutchison, 1991: 376. Another poem which seems to have a specific visual source is ‘The Thre Deid Pollis’. Denton Fox connects this with the image of ‘The Three Living and the Three Dead’, common in Books of Hours, but the image here is specifically of three skulls, which can also be paralleled in ‘memento mori’ representations: for example in a Bruges Book of Hours by the Master of Edward IV (Philadelphia, The Free Library, Rare Book Department, Lewis E 108, f. 109v).  
It is tempting to look for visual antecedents to the Testament of Cresseid, but the sequence of planetary deities that steps forth to accuse her are described in idiosyncratic terms which owe more to Chaucer than to any of the established illustration conventions for the seven planets. However, Felicity Riddy has suggested that the overall theme of the poem has a visual frame of reference, and is connected with the motif of the ‘harlot’s progress’, evidenced in late medieval painted glass from the Low Countries (1997: 241).​[8]​ There are other contemporary reflections on the fugacity of human loveliness, such as transi, or cadaver, tombs (none are known from Scotland, though there are several English examples, notably the Countess of Suffolk’s tomb at Ewelme). But, although there are fifteenth-century engravings of lovers, some with strongly moralising overtones, I know of none which confronts a young beauty with a woman made hideous by age, disease or even death.
	An anonymous poem, ‘The Dollorus complant of our Lorde’, English in origin, survives in a number of versions both English and Scots, including Arundel 285 and the Gray manuscript (Edinburgh, University Library MS 205), principally compiled by James Gray, priest of Dunblane and secretary to William Schevez and James Stuart, successive Archbishops of St Andrews. In this poem, evidently popular in both countries, Christ complains:
	Behald my body in elk pace [sic]
		Quhow it is dycht
	All o rent & all to schent
		Man, for þi plycht …
	Man, fra me þa ga not ȝȝit
		Behald my body and my feit ... (Stevenson, 1918: 33‒4)
This is, insistently, a visualisation of Christ’s suffering, characteristic of fifteenth-century piety. With its insistent repetition of ‘behald …’ it evokes the many engravings and woodcuts of the Image of Pity, gazing mournfully at the viewer, and displaying his wounds.​[9]​ Grey was in close personal contact with William Schevez, and it seems unlikely that Schevez, who commissioned a medallion portrait of himself from Quentin Metsys in 1491, was wholly insensitive to the instructional possibilities of prints. Schevez, also, was personally importing books from the Low Countries: Halyburton notes in 1493, ‘paid in Bery [probably Bergen-op-Zoom] to Master [James] Watsoune for the redyn of my Lordis buikis 500 crounis in gold’. Given their easy availability in both Bruges and Antwerp, prints could have gone along with this consignment. Watson, a student at Louvain who seems to have acted as an agent buying books for Scottish clients, was certainly in Antwerp in 1494 since Halyburton had to get him out of prison there (presumably for debt, since it was a simple matter of paying 40 crowns, plus another four for his keep). The Edinburgh merchant and future publisher Walter Chapman had a factor in Antwerp that year, George Porteous, and in 1495, Halyburton, who personally dealt in books on occasion, paid ‘Master Gorad the buk seller of Handwarp’ £5 —  he does not say for what (1867: 102‒3).
One important text which should be reconsidered in this context is William of Touris’ Contemplacyon of Synners. The author was a Scottish Observant Franciscan, according to a note in Arundel 285. The Touris family is associated with Cramond, near Edinburgh, and William of Touris the author was a friar at Glasgow in 1439, though evidence of one kind or another has also associated him with Aberdeen and St Andrews (Durkan and Kirk, 1977: 172;  Durkan, 1962: 176; Benn ett, 1955: vi‒vii). It is thus far from clear where his Contemplacyon was written.
He is primarily remembered as the first writer in Scots to reach print, because an Anglicised version of his text was printed by Wynkyn de Worde in London in 1499, padded out with a variety of more or less relevant patristic material in prose. His poem also survives in the Asloan manuscript, Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland MS16500, ff 263r‒90r (c. 1510‒30), London, British Library Arundel 285, ff. 47r‒84v (Scottish, c. 1540), and London, British Library Harley 6919 (c. 1550, perhaps an English copy).  
The Contemplacyon is a series of meditations for the seven days of the week, each of which is prompted by, and refers to, an image. De Worde printed it with a series of roughly-appropriate woodcuts from his collection, but the manuscript copy in Harley 6919 contains drawings, amateurishly executed in a very fine pen, given light and shade by fine, if not well-executed, cross hatching. The drawing, as drawing, is inept and amateur, showing no grasp of anatomy, but is evidently an attempt to copy engravings or very sophisticated woodcuts. These cannot have been executed in Scotland of the 1490s, when the poems were written, so the text appears to have been written in response to pre-existing images which Touris had acquired by some means. It seems likely, therefore, that the Harley text was copied from Touris’ manuscript, which would have had pasted-in engravings, or conceivably an intermediary thereof: the Harley and Asloan texts tend to agree against Arundel, which also suggests, since Asloan is the oldest witness, that Harley is close to the original (Bennett, 1955: v). 
Identifying Touris’ exemplars specifically presents a considerable difficulty, not least because effective designs were copied again and again, with minor variants, br printmakers. In the first stanza, Touris advises the usefulness of ‘in hert imprentand thir figouris followand’. His first  ‘figour’, for Monday, is ‘þe wardill (world) …set in þe salt see … euir in commocioun, in stormy ragie and perelous perplexite’.  Our earliest witness to the text, Wynkyn de Worde, illustrates this with a generic woodcut of ‘author (monk) presents his book to a bishop’. The Harley manuscript here has a pen-drawing depicting the orb of the world, the four winds blowing vigorously from the corners, ships sailing a stormy sea while menaced by monsters. The text evidently relates to this specific picture and not to the one supplied by de Worde, who simply used what he had to hand. 
Touris’ image is an unusual one. It may relate to the concept of ‘the sea of the world’, illustrated in a popular Dutch text, Het boek van de Pilgrim (Haarlem, 1486), and implicit in Sebastian Brant’s hugely popular and often-printed Narrenschiff (Ship of Fools). Interestingly, there is a record of a comparable image from sixteenth-century Scotland; a ceiling panel from Mary of Guise’s palace in Edinburgh, presumably dating to between 1545‒60, now lost, but recorded in a nineteenth-century watercolour. An apprehensive-looking crowned man in a boat is being tossed on a stormy sea, threatened by a winged devil, a man riding a hippocamp, Death on a horse (all aiming bows at the royal mariner), and a distant volcano: the voyager’s vessel is called ‘IHS’, and God’s hand comes down from a cloud, holding a guiding thread (Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Item SC 882869). 
The second of Touris’ Contemplations is introduced by a nude holding a skull in his right hand,  posed in a landscape. An angel looks down on him from top right, holding a crown signifying heavenly reward, a devil looks up at him from hell-mouth, bottom left: the human soul, poised between good and evil, with a reminder that human life is short. Touris’ text confirms this: ‘this leif schawis ane plesaunt portacture / for till ostend þe state of innocence’. Both the anatomy of the figure’s torso, evidently based on an original with carefully defined musculature, and the drapery of the angel, is wildly approximate. In the left hand, the figure holds a banderole (blank). Such a banderole is a frequent feature of early prints, and suggests that Touris’ original may possibly have been a ‘passepartout’ woodcut with a cut-out for an inscription in the banderole (passepartouts were used for title-pages; Smith, 2000: 76). De Worde illustrates this meditation with a cut of Adam and Eve, who are not mentioned in the verses, but are roughly justified by the reference to ‘þe state of innocence’. 
Though this precise image cannot be paralleled, the soul between good and evil is certainly a motif found in fifteenth-century prints: one early woodcut in Le grand kalendrier et compost des bergiers, printed by Nicolas le Rouge in Troyes in 1496, is thematically similar to Touris’ exemplar, though differently handled: it presents the soul sailing the sea of the world in a boat, with a devil grappling the stern, bottom left, and God leaning encouragingly from a cloud, top right. Stylistically, Touris’ image recalls a moralising print by Master MZ, a nude female in a landscape, standing on a skull and holding a globe and a sundial, hinting at the passage of time. It may possibly be evidence for a lost engraving of Master MZ’s in series with it (Hutchison, 1991: 373). 
Wednesday’s contemplation is illustrated in Harley with a page painted completely black. The text (‘this thrid leif witht coloure sad of sabill’) makes it clear that this was Touris’ original concept, but de Worde here offers a cut of ‘The Three Living and the Three Dead’, a theme often used as an illustration in Books of Hours. On Thursday, Touris tells us ‘this leif … figuris generale iugement’. The Harley copy’s Christ sits in judgment on a rainbow, with Mary and John the Baptist to either side, angels bearing the cross and pillar, and a general resurrection beneath: de Worde has found a similar woodcut. The Harley drawing clearly references van der Weyden’s Beaune polyptych, presumably via an engraving, in the position of Christ’s hands (one raised, one extended  horizontally), and the presence of the cross- and pillar-bearing angels to top left and right. One difference is that the angel beneath Christ’s feet is not St Michael weighing souls in his scales, but an angel of the Apocalypse blowing a trumpet. Another difference is that in the Harley drawing, Christ himself is surrounded by rays, in the manner of several prints by Martin Schongauer. 
Thursday’s drawing depicts Christ on the cross, between the Virgin and St John. The Virgin is standing contrapposto, a pose of some sophistication, with her face turned away, wringing her hands; St John looks up, his face anguished. The drapery round Christ’s loins flutters leftward, and two small angels, one of whom has his face turned away, weeping, collect the blood from the wounds in Christ’s hands in cups.  A skull at the base of the cross makes reference to Adam, and Jerusalem is seen in the distance. There is a substantial number of similar engravings from the fifteenth century (Field, 1990: 241‒72).​[10]​ One which is particularly close is that of the so-called ‘Master with the Banderolles’, in which the Virgin turns her head away, wringing her hands, the angel above her also turns away, and John looks up, also wringing his hands (New Hollstein, 1956: 28).  De Worde here offers a cut of the Crucifixion, with the two thieves’ crosses, soldiers, the walls of Jerusalem, and the Virgin fainting in the foreground (based ultimately on Roger van der Weyden’s hugely influential version). 
Friday’s drawing is one of the strangest. It depicts a scaly, horned, but human-faced Satan enthroned, with two angels above, one of whom carries a chain which fetters his neck, a selection of damned writhing at his feet, and two diabolic ministers to his left and right. The text unsurprisingly deals with the final damnation of Lucifer, and with human damnation, and the illustration may derive from a lost print of the chaining of the dragon from an Apocalypse series (Koch 1991: 50). 
Saturday’s drawing is an unusual image of the Trinity as three identical cloaked and bearded figures, each of whom carries an orb, surrounded by a choir of angels, with four angelic musicians standing behind them on pillars. The commonest Trinity iconography of the fifteenth century was the so-called ‘Mercy Seat’, a half-size crucified Christ propped against the Father’s knees, with a hovering dove, but this tripled figure is also found throughout Europe, for example in a text for young monks, Rudimenta Novitiorum (Lübeck, Lucas Brandis, 1475; Strauss 1979: 295). A woodcut made for William Caxton before 1483, first used in Jacobus de Voragine’s Legenda Aurea, printed by Caxton after 20 Nov that year, is particularly close to Touris’ image. It depicts heaven: two-thirds of the picture is taken up by saints carrying their emblems, but the Trinity, three cloaked and bearded figures like those of Touris’ image, are enthroned under an arch of cloud. Jesus is distinguished by a double cruciform nimbus, while God the Father and the Holy Ghost are identical, crowned but not nimbed, and the musicians are absent (Hodnett, 1973: 131).  This cut reappears in de Worde’s Golden Legend editions of 1493, 1498 and 1527, and also as the frontispiece to the first edition of John of Tynemouth’s Nova Legenda Angliae, printed by de Worde in 1516 (Driver, 1986: 7‒8).  
	 Touris’s book was the sort of text popular with the fifteenth-century laity: its instructive content flowered from a series of arresting visual images, as it does in texts such as the ‘Arts Moriendi’, or the ‘Signs of Doomsday’. It remains to consider what this might tell us about fifteenth-century Scotland. There is a variety of evidence for the magnificence of pre-Reformation Scottish churches. A French ecclesiastic, Estienne Perlin, who visited Scotland in 1551 or 1552, notes that ‘in this place there are many churches highly ornamented’ (Hume Brown, 1978: 79).  Paisley Abbey kirk, for example, was proudly adorned with ‘the statliest tabernakle that was in all Skotland and the maist costlie’, brought from Italy by the abbot ca. 1455 (McRoberts, 1962: 456). Painted glass filled the windows, and walls and ceilings were painted. There were private purchasers for paintings too: forty years later, one Jon of Penycuk bespoke an ‘ymag … of Sant Tomas of Cantirbery’ from an unnamed painter in Antwerp, which was dispatched to him by Andrew Halyburton (Halyburton, 1867: 9). 











^1	  	Mary of Guise’s palace at Castlehill in Edinburgh was also partly decorated in this style between 1545 and 1560. Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Item SC 358217 (watercolour, ca. 1890, from panel now destroyed).
^2	  	Witness, for example, the illustrated Virgil made for a member of the house of Stewart ca. 1450-75, Edinburgh, University Library 195, the illustrated Scotichronicon from Inchcolm Abbey, Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 171, and the Kinloss Psalter, London, National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum, MSL/1902/1693.
^3	  	‘Et pour ce que signes fout esmouvoir /desires ferventz plus que dictz mouvoir’.
^4	  	Some are found in Die Negen Couden,  (Anon, printed by Henrich Eckert van Homberch (Antwerp c. 1505), and Bemardus Lutzunburgensis, Compendium de S Anna (Antwerp, Jan Lettersnyder, Bernardus Lutzunbergensis, 1510) . (Bennett, 1955: xxxiii).
^5	  	We may add James Grey’s book, Edinburgh, NLS, Adv. MS 34.7.3, which contains the legend of St Serf, the blessing of holy water, various collects, the canon of the mass, a short chronicle and masses of the Holy Cross, the Holy Spirit, the Virgin Mary, St Francis, the dead, and a mass for the pope.
^6	  	Two, perhaps three, books with a Sciennes provenance survive, Sister Marion Crawfurd’s psalter (Edinburgh, NLS MS H.8.f.17.), gospels with customary (Edinburgh, University Library MS 150), and possibly John Crawford’s breviary (Edinburgh University Library, MS Dd.1.24). Sister Marion’s psalter is extensively annotated with antiphons etc. to enable it to be used for the liturgy, implying that she was making do with it in place of a breviary.
^7	  	The publisher Antoine Vérard was paying five sous apiece for a ‘petit histoire’ around 1500, but it is not clear whether his ‘histoires’ (illustrations) are prints or drawings. (Sénemand, 1859). This may be compared with the three sous, four deniers he pays for one blank sheet of parchment.
^8	  	We have no evidence for the subjects of painted glass in Scotland, but there certainly was some: King’s College Chapel, Aberdeen, seems to have held the last surviving fragments. Gordon of Rothiemay, writing about 1661, says: ‘all the church windows of old wer of paynted glas and ther remayns as yit a pairt of that ancient braverye’ (Gordon, 1842: 23).
^9	  	These were certainly in circulation during the sixteenth century: in 1553, John Greenlaw, prebendary of Corstorphine, decorated the printed figure of Our Lord in his 1546 Breviary with dots of red ink to represent wounds, so he was evidently familiar with the wound-covered Image of Pity (McRoberts, 1956: p. 74)
^10	  	Field  also gives a cut in which the Virgin turns away her head (in 1982, 36).
